
Item no.: 389350

S75QSD-Z - 75 x 85 cm "QSD" - Aluminium reflector brick red RAL 8012

from 146,09 EUR
Item no.: 389350

shipping weight: 11.50 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
The 75 cm x 85 cm aluminium satellite reflector from the QSD series impresses with its premium quality signal reception. The completely pre-assembled back section and the
directly attached fold-out feed arm guarantee maximum functionality during installation. Naturally, the offset reflectors are excellently protected against all weather conditions and
offer you excellent corrosion and rust protection and therefore a very long service life.Highlights- Aluminium satellite reflector (1.5 mm) with die-cast feed bracket- Extremely easy
installation thanks to foldable feed arm- Pre-assembled back section- Very stable design- Galvanised, powder-coated pole mount and painted in reflector colour- Integrated cable
routing in feed arm (no plastic)- Stainless steel (Inox) screws- TÜV testedFeatures- The aluminium reflector, the galvanised and painted pole mount and the galvanised and painted
pole mount are all made of stainless steel, galvanised, painted pole mount and stainless steel screws ensure a long service life- The robust back section ensures very high stability-
Dimensions, design and finish manufactured with maximum precision- Very short installation time, thanks to the pre-assembled back section with fold-out feed arm- The integrated
cable guide in the feed arm simplifies cable routing- Multifeed option (4 satellites), up to 20º (Ref. 790901 and 790902)- Reflector with Televes logoTechnical dataFrequency range -
GHz 10.7 ... 12.75Gain (11.75GHz) - dBi 38.5Angle offset- º 27.8Elevation angle- º 10 ... 80Opening angle - º 2.3F-D ratio - 0.6000Reflector dimensions: Height - mm 850Reflector
dimensions: Width - mm 750Reflector material - aluminiumØ LNB bracket- mm 40Wind load (@130Km/h) - N 523.2Wind load (@150Km/h) - N 719.4For masts with Ø- mm 45 ...
90Physical dataNet weight:- 11,000gGross weight:- 11,000gWidth:- 800mmHeight:- 920mmDepth:- 820mmMain product weight:- 7,457g
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